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Teaching students to critically evaluate
textbooks
Christopher McHale, Ian McDermott & Steven Ovadia

I

n Spring 2018, the LaGuardia Community College Library department was awarded a New York State grant to train

students to evaluate textbooks. LaGuardia is an urban community
college in Queens, New York, and is part of the City University of
New York (CUNY). Textbooks—and their high cost—have become
an important issue in American higher education. Many schools,
systems (including CUNY), and (as in this case study) states provide financial support for the creation of open education resources
(OER), with the goal of decreasing the financial burden on students.
The term "OER" is commonly associated with cost-free, digital textbooks; however, it encompasses all of the material related
to running a class, from the syllabus to assignments to slide decks.
Faculty around the world are creating and modifying OER to use in
their own classes; some schools are creating entire programs
around them.
Driving these efforts is a powerful ideal: students can receive a degree without ever having to pay for a textbook. As a
result of this push, more and more students are encountering OER
materials in their college classes. Unfortunately, in too many places
where such adoption takes place, students and their views are an
afterthought.
That's what led to the project we'll describe in this chapter.
We designed it to bring students' voices into the OER movement
and leverage their perspectives, improving the quality of their education.
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Project overview
Students shouldn't just receive or "ingest" OER; they should
be partners in building and evaluating the materials their professors ask them to adopt. This project involved creating a map to
guide students into the complicated textbook evaluation and selection process.
Led by Professor Christopher McHale, with Professors Ian
McDermott and Steven Ovadia serving on the project team, the
group sought to combine service learning and information literacy.
The underlying idea was to give students not only a scholarly
grounding that would help them as they move through their academic careers but also a practical vocational orientation to help
them succeed in the workforce and, hopefully, become future contributors to the free culture movement.
The information literacy component of the project involved
teaching students the basic tenets of information evaluation. What
makes a source authoritative? How does one know if information
can be trusted? Using the Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL) Framework for Information Literacy for Higher
Education, the current professional standard for information literacy, the project also encouraged students to evaluate resources in
terms of their own needs and their personal concepts of value. 73
What features made a textbook effective? For instance, many students commented on font size. While it seems like a small thing
(often, literally, too small), it matters to students and makes a difference to how they interact with textbooks. One of the ACRL
frames is "Information Has Value." The seminar encouraged students to think about features they want in a textbook, like
appropriately readable font sizes, and consider the value (both intellectual and financial) those features would offer.
The service learning component, on the other hand, involved
training and paying students—giving them a marketable skill. Students received a tuition credit of $1,100 for participating in the
seminar, as well as a digital badge. Digital badges are increasingly

73 http://www.ala.org/acrl/standards/ilframework
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popular tools for students to demonstrate specific job skills to employers.74 The generous tuition credit created a strong response
rate to the call for participation. Ultimately, we selected 18 students using a two-step interview process (email and in-person).
Fifteen students successfully completed the seminar.
An additional goal of the project was to give faculty a toolkit
to help students critically evaluate the textbooks being used in
their classes. We didn't expect faculty to use all of the tools we presented in a 16-week seminar; we simply wanted to provide college
instructors and administrators with options for determining how
textbooks are working (and not working) for their students in a
way that makes sense for individual faculty members. Using the
survey tools and evaluation procedures in the toolkit encourages
educators to continuously engage students in the selection, creation, and adaptation of textbooks and other learning aids.
The seminar was hosted in the CUNY Academic Commons, 75
a combination social network and learning management system
providing a variety of free and open source tools to anyone associated with CUNY76 (the project is available for other institutions to
implement).77 The seminar used a combination private group/public
blog built upon WordPress.
We're still combing through project data but, anecdotally, we
can say that students reported the seminar was helpful. They felt it
taught them about the economics of textbooks and helped them understand which features of textbooks they find most useful. A
common theme that emerged from student feedback was that textbooks are not something students typically think about. Textbooks
are simply something students are assigned and for which they
must pay. But having completed the seminar, students said they are
more aware of what goes into making a good textbook. This in-

74 https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2016/08/09/digital-badgingspreads-more-colleges-use-vendors-create-alternative-credentials
75 https://commons.gc.cuny.edu/
76 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CUNY_Academic_Commons
77 https://commonsinabox.org/
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cludes an awareness of textbook economics; while the price of OER
textbooks is favorable, commercial textbooks, for some students,
offered features worth paying for.

Why go open?
An important component of OER is that material is freely
available, "free" in this case meaning both "freely accessible" and
"free of charge." With that ethos in mind from the beginning of the
project, we always intended to release all of the course-related material as a toolkit. In essence, the idea was to create OER material
to aid in the adoption and evaluation of OER material. Our intent
was to make the content open.
But at its core the seminar was about opening up not just in tellectual material but also processes—in this case, the process of
guiding students through a critical examination of their textbooks.
In order to increase discovery, we uploaded the course materials to CUNY's Institutional Repository. 78 We uploaded the files
both in their original format (a mix of word-processed documents
and PowerPoint files) and in Markdown, a flexible, transformable
markup language that facilitates easy alteration of text into different formats. Markdown's flexibility facilitates easy cut-and-paste
into different applications; the end-user isn't locked into one format. For instance, the seminar's final reflection was posted on the
class blog, which was formatted in HTML. Sharing the text as
Markdown means users can easily convert text into various formats—perhaps a word-processed document, a PDF, or even a
presentation slide. Sharing in this way ensures end-users can focus
on the content of materials, not their formatting. 79 However, not all
users are familiar with Markdown, which is why we included more
familiar word-processed files as well.
We also shared course materials on GitHub (again, as Markdown-formatted files). While GitHub is primarily a platform for
sharing code, its collaborative model could work well for OER con-

78 https://academicworks.cuny.edu/lg_oers/72/
79 https://preprint.press.jhu.edu/portal/sites/ajm/files/19.1ovadia.pdf
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tent too. GitHub makes working with OER easier—both accessing
it and adapting it for new uses and contexts. Critically, it also allows users to share their remixed work back to the original
creators. For this reason, GitHub has a strong following among librarians.80
At the end of the class, the project team assembled its material into the following parts:
• a class syllabus81
• final reflection82
• pre-83 and post-evaluation surveys84
• a qualitative survey85
• a quantitative survey86
• a document outlining participant responsibilities 87
• some Amazon-esque review prompts88
• slides associated with the class (in PowerPoint) 89
• a handout on the parts of a textbook 90

80 https://academicworks.cuny.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?
article=1133&context=kb_pubs
81 https://github.com/stevenov/textbook-evaluation-toolkit/blob/master/
syllabus.md
82 https://github.com/stevenov/textbook-evaluation-toolkit/blob/master/
final.reflection.md
83 https://github.com/stevenov/textbook-evaluation-toolkit/blob/master/
pre.survey.md
84 https://github.com/stevenov/textbook-evaluation-toolkit/blob/master/
post.survey.md
85 https://github.com/stevenov/textbook-evaluation-toolkit/blob/master/
qualitative.survey.md
86 https://github.com/stevenov/textbook-evaluation-toolkit/blob/master/
quantitative.survey.md
87 https://github.com/stevenov/textbook-evaluation-toolkit/blob/master/
participant.responsibilities.md
88 https://github.com/stevenov/textbook-evaluation-toolkit/blob/master/
amazonesque.md
89 https://github.com/stevenov/textbook-evaluation-toolkit/blob/master/
lessons
90 https://github.com/stevenov/textbook-evaluation-toolkit/blob/master/
handouts
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The challenges of openness
The team was aware of the importance of sharing the final
products we developed throughout the seminar; nevertheless,
keeping track of everything still proved challenging. Part of the
challenge was that content existed in multiple places. We handled
much of the planning via email, Slack, and Google Docs. Class materials, like the syllabus and participant responsibilities document,
lived in Google Docs. Slide decks sometimes began as local files
before eventually being moved to Google Slides. However, discussion prompts and the final reflection wound up in the course shell.
And the survey questions were in Qualtrics.
This meant that assembling the toolkit required a bit of
work, exporting content out of each unique "container" and cleaning up the formatting. It also entailed manually converting each
piece of the toolkit into Markdown. Because the slides relied heavily on formatting and images, we kept those in their original format
(PowerPoint), as we did with a graphic-intensive handout on the
parts of a book (a Microsoft Word .docx file).
Finally, the team constructed a brief narrative around the
toolkit, in order to frame the work, so it made sense to end-users.
This required more time and attention than the team initially anticipated.
One could argue that a solution to this challenge is to work
solely in flexible formats like Markdown, but given the timing of
the seminar (and the relentless, unforgiving nature of an academic
term), the team had to revert to familiar collaborative tools. Yet we
note this challenge here to underscore just how difficult creating
open materials can be. If projects like this one—which aimed to be
open, shared, and collaborative from the start—encounter difficulties sharing material in the most flexible way possible, then
imagine the greater potential problems for academics who want to
share their class content but haven't made these provisions from
the start.
Making class content accessible is more than just deciding
to make it open. It requires planning and massaging. It's not always a matter of simply clicking a paperclip icon to upload files or
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sharing the URL to a folder of documents when a semester has
concluded. Just getting to the "upload" and "sharing" stages takes
a good deal of time.

Conclusion
The work of this seminar was incredibly rewarding. But ultimately, after one semester, it proved unsustainable. Its grantfunded nature (which introduces limitations on how funds can be
spent) made the project non-viable beyond its pilot. The team spent
too much time navigating procurement systems and brainstorming
workarounds while still maintaining the day-to-day duties of faculty
librarians. We simply no longer had time to squeeze in the seminar.
But the beauty of OER is that while the project does not
work for our current institution, the team is able to share with others both the materials and the lessons we learned. They might
adapt the project as a whole or adapt pieces that make the most
sense for their needs. But the project can live on—in one form or
another.
Christopher J. McHale is Associate Professor and Access Services
Librarian at LaGuardia Community College, City University of New
York. He served as principal investigator of the grant project described in this case study.
Ian McDermott is Associate Professor and Coordinator of Instruction at LaGuardia Community College, where he serves as the
Library's OER lead. He is particularly interested in exploring the
intersection of OER and critical pedagogy.
Steven Ovadia is Professor and Deputy Chief Librarian at LaGuardia Community College. His research centers around how
people use technology.
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Review and discussion questions

• The authors wanted to bring students into the
process of evaluating how textbooks are working
(and not working) for them. Do you think members
of your educational organization would object to the
idea of opening textbook selection and evaluation
to students? Why or why not? What strategies could
could use to help faculty appreciate the need for a
more collaborative approach to selecting texts?
• The authors raise the issue of "textbook economics," noting that even though OER have a favorable
price, some students would opt to pay for commercial textbooks because of the features these texts
offer. In your opinion, what kinds of textbook features are worth paying for? What do these features
add to the learning process? How might you replicate or improve upon these features in OER?
• While the idea of opening the processes and products of the authors' seminar project was a powerful
one, the authors explain that ultimately continuing
the project proved unsustainable. Why? Do these
problems related to sustainability resonate with
your own efforts to "go open"? What strategies
might help you solve these problems?
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